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Implications of the plum pudding model. An alpha particle is a sub-microscopic, positively charged particle of
matter. According to Thomson's model, if an alpha particle were to collide with an atom, it would just fly
straight through, its path being deflected by at most a fraction of a degree.
Geigerâ€“Marsden experiment - Wikipedia
In physics (in particular in statistical mechanics), the Maxwellâ€“Boltzmann distribution is a particular
probability distribution named after James Clerk Maxwell and Ludwig Boltzmann.. It was first defined and
used for describing particle speeds in idealized gases, where the particles move freely inside a stationary
container without interacting with one another, except for very brief ...
Maxwellâ€“Boltzmann distribution - Wikipedia
Expressing distance or motion. (now obsolete or dialectal) From (of distance, direction), "off". [from the 9th c.]
1485, Sir Thomas Malory, chapter x, in Le Morte Darthur, book XIII: Sir said Galahad by this shelde ben
many merueils fallen / Sir sayd the knyght hit befelle after the passion of our lord Ihesu Crist xxxij yere that
Ioseph of ...
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